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木柵國中 105 下 八年級英語科補考題庫 

※補考時/地：請注意教務處公告! 

科目代號：11 (請記得攜帶 2B 鉛筆) 考 20 或 25 題 

( C ) 1. Ben is a kind person.  He often shares his  

      notes＿＿＿ us.   

      (A) in (B) about (C) with (D) on 

( D ) 2. Chris：＿＿ my surprise, Thomas failed the    

            important test. 

Susan：Really?  I can’t believe it. 

(A) With (B) In (C) At (D) To 

( B ) 3. Joe     me to Shilin Night Market 

yesterday.  I tried a lot of food there. 

(A) brought (B) took (C) left (D) spent 

( B ) 4. Karen gave a book ＿＿＿ me.  It’s about 

a girl’s life in a poor family. 

(A) with (B) to (C) for (D) ╳ 

( A ) 5. Mr. Perry：The room is messy（混亂的）.   

                ＿＿＿ trash is it? 

    Eric：It’s Jack’s.  He just had lunch and  

         drank milk tea here. 

   (A) Whose (B) What (C) Where (D) Who 

( C ) 6. A：Did you see Ann’s new hairstyle（髮型）? 

B：Yes, and it looked    . 

(A) like terrible  (B) to terrible  

(C) terrible     (D) garbage 

( A ) 7. Regina sold her computer ＿＿＿ she really  

      loved it. 

(A) though (B) because (C) when (D) if 

( D ) 8. Sean is crazy     Mayday. He has every 

copy of their albums(專輯). 

(A) at (B) with (C) for (D) about 

( C ) 9.When did you first want to    a teacher? 

(A) taste (B) smell (C) become (D) look 

( D ) 10. A：Why do you eat so little? 

B：I want to be slim, so I eat    a bird. 

(A) with (B) on (C) ╳ (D) like 

( D ) 11.Though John loves his car, ＿＿＿ he still   

       wants to sell it. 

 (A) but (B) so (C) and (D) ╳ 

( D ) 12.Miranda and I ＿＿＿ the movie Avatar  

       tomorrow if we have time.  

 (A) watched (B) watch  

       (C) watches (D) will watch 

( C ) 13.My dress is very beautiful, but ＿＿ isn’t. 

     (A) your  (B) her  (C) my sister’s  (D) mine 

( C ) 14.Bob：Why not ＿＿? Roses are her favorite. 

Tom：Great idea. 

(A) buy to Amy some roses  

      (B) give some roses for Amy  

      (C) buy Amy some roses  

      (D) give Amy to some roses 

( A ) 15.If Ruby ＿＿＿ interests in cooking, Linda 

can teach her tomorrow. 

(A) has (B) will have (C) have (D) had 

( C ) 16. Kate: What’s the matter, Jack? You look  

            terrible. 

Jack: A strong wind ____ the tree in front of  

my house.  

       (A) blow down  (B) tied up  

       (C) blew down  (D) put on  

( D ) 17. Dennis looks so cool ____ that pair of jeans.  

(A) wear  (B) on  (C) put on  (D) in  

( B ) 18. The man ____ his horse before he rested 

under the tree. 

(A) go with  (B) tied up   

(C) put on   (D) thinks of  

( C ) 19. A: I like this skirt.  

       B: What size do you wear?  

       A: I _____. 

(A) put on a small   (B) put on medium  

(C) wear a large    (D) am wearing a small  

( D ) 20. On Valentine’s Day, Justin made his 

girlfriend a chocolate cake ____ a rabbit.  

       (A) by the size of    (B) on the size of  

       (C) into the shape of  (D) in the shape of  

( C ) 21. Some animals appear to feel an earthquake  

_______. 

 (A) when it begin  (B) before it will hit  

       (C) before it hits   (D) before arriving  

( B ) 22.You don’t _____ pretty as your sister in 

dresses, jeans, ____ skirts.  

       (A) look like; and   (B) look as; or   

 (C) look very; and  (D) look so; and  
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( D ) 23. I was on a plane to Boston. Suddenly, I felt 

________ the plane. And then I felt the 

plane ________.  

(A) somethings hit; go up and down         

(B) something hit; to go up and down          

 (C) somethings hitting; going up and down         

(D) something hit; going up and down   

( A ) 24. Although Judy’s foot hurt, she walked to  

work _____. 

       (A) by herself     (B) on himself  

       (C) on herself     (D) in herself  

( C ) 25. Look! A man is trying to save a woman in 

the sea. He has a rope. She is _____! 

      (A) tying up      (B) worrying about  

       (C) holding on    (D) looking after  

( D ) 26. Nick: I have problems with math.  

       Nancy: Don’t worry. I’ll _____.  

       (A) put you on     (B) stand for you  

(C) wake you up   (D) help you out  

( A ) 27. Listen! I _____ someone _____ out for help.  

       (A) heard; crying    (B) hear; cried  

(C) heard; to cry     (D) hear; to cry  

( B ) 28. The boys _____ over and _____ in the race.   

       (A) falls; hurts himself      

(B) fell; hurt themselves 

(C) fall; hurts himself    

(D) fell; hurts himselves   

( B ) 29. The men enjoyed _____ at the party.  

       (A) by themselves  (B) themselves  

(C) ourselves      (D) by ourselves  

( C ) 30. The red light on a traffic light _____ “stop.” 

   (A) puts on     (B) thinks of   

(C) stands for   (D) comes to mind 

( A ) 31. Albert Einstein came up with some 

important theories(理論).  He has a great  

________ for science. 

(A) talent   (B) genius   

(C) quality  (D) blanket 

( A ) 32. The bully ________ the boy terribly and 

called him a loser. 

(A) treated  (B) agreed   

(C) solved  (D) mastered 

( C ) 33. There are many ________ buildings in big 

cities, such as Taipei, Tokyo, and New York. 

(A) cheap   (B) bright   

(C) modern  (D) unhappy 

( A ) 34. Don’t ________ Kevin again.  He is not 

good at singing.  You should put yourself in 

his shoes. 

(A) pick on  (B) take away 

(C) drop out  (D) slow down 

( D ) 35. It cost my father a lot of money _______ the 

new car. 

(A) buy  (B) buys  (C) buying  (D) to buy 

( C ) 36. Judy : _______ did it take you to clean the  

bath tub? 

       Jane : About an hour. 

(A) How often  (B) How many 

       (C) How long  (D) How much 

( B ) 37. The tape recorder _______ me NT$4,000. 

       (A) spent  (B) cost  (C) took  (D) paid 

( B ) 38. Mr. Wang has two daughters.  _______ of 

them are teachers. 

(A) One  (B) Both  (C) Most  (D) All 

( A/D ) 39. Vicky studies _______ in her class, so she 

always gets good grades. 

(A) hard   (B) harder  

(C) hardly  (D) the hardest 

( C ) 40. The police officer stopped the driver and 

asked him ________ because he didn’t 

follow the traffic rules. 

(A) to have the wrong number 

(B) to look through the window 

(C) to step out of the car 

(D) to sit there in silence 

 

※注意! 

◎正式補考題目的(A)(B)(C)(D)選項順序可能會 

有所變動，請確實了解題意，切勿死背答案! 

 

◎考試時請務必記得攜帶 2B 鉛筆、橡皮擦! 


